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About This Game

Tank Universal creates a huge virtual 'Tron-like' world where you take part in immense 3D tank battles involving scores of units
both friendly and not so friendly in wide open levels!

  Players can bombard the enemy from a distance or close the gap and dodge shells point blank - all in an immersive first person
perspective.
Features:

20 levels of highly addictive and intense tank battles

Some missions require you to leave the safety of your tank and explore the world on foot

Ability to upgrade weapons and tank equipment

Fight alongside allies against highly intelligent and numerous enemies

Spectacular looking virtual world and eye-popping particle effects

Take the battle in any direction with wide open levels allowing freedom of play

Intriguing storyline switching between the 'real world' and the digital virtual world
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Enhanced resolutions, including widescreen support up to 1680x1050

Unlock over 25 achievements, including Roadkill, Sheep Master and the all important; Saviour of the Resistance
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Title: Tank Universal
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dialogue Design
Publisher:
Meridian4
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2008
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English,Russian
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The game can be finished quite quickly. There's zero story to this game. You can read the "How To Play" guide and it just tells
you the monsters weakness and to find a few key cards to leave via a ship on the second level. How did I get here? What
happened to the crew? How did I even know there was a ship on the second level? The game just feels like a proof of concept
that the developer could build something and throw it out there. The graphics are good and the sound effects are good too so
that is something. Also, the video on the store page showing the creature as a glowing person. Nope! They completely removed
that in the game and included instead a huge orge guy. Someone may want to change that video...... This version of Avadon is
identical in every way to the others. Like both previous versions, it relies far too much on unnecessarily lengthy, boring NPC
dialog, and has outdated graphics, tons of junk items that serve no purpose.

As before it also involves loads of walking back and forth between doing a mission and reporting to the NPC that gave you the
mission just to get mission part++. Why didn't you just tell me the whole thing straight away and save me a few trips? Nobody
knows. Redbeard is mysteriously alive and back yet again, even though you probably killed him in version 1 and again in 2.
Dude must be a cat.

If you've played one Avadon, you've played them all. There is genuinely not a single new thing in this rehash. It is, however, a
decent way to mindlessly kill some time. So if you need a game to zone out to, and don't feel like re-reading all the long, tired
@ss dialogs from previous Avadons, this could serve.. You will have company by the dog through 80% of the game.
You even play as the dog and give him orders.
So let the dogs out and buy this DLC.. Music Teacher, here. Completed the game in 65 minutes (completely hammered, no
less). This will be fantastic for my kids. The kind of thing I will geek out about and they will get excited over. On sale at 5.99,
good deal. Watch out for the fingering given for 'low f' (f on the staff), as a lot of recorders (Baroque\/English) use a different
one for tuning purposes. This game was made for the German soprano recorder, which is a bit out of style- the fingerings are
easier for beginners with the German, but it's harder to stay in tune. Just keep that in mind, and the game will be amazing!. Cant
play with Xbox 360 controller; calibration sticks shows off the box inputs. Unplayable.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Short Version: It's a must buy to play locally with friends and must have, and you want to push the developer to make it bigger
and better.

Warning: At the moment of this review there is no "online multyplayer", or local AI to play against. It's for you and your friend
to play on the couch at home as games "used to be", so that your screams of joy and suffering can be heard while someone is on
a destruction rampage.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Long Version:

Looking in to the Steam games for Local coop, you don't find much of appealing games for a nice evening and party with your
friends, the choices are quite limited to few choices: Magicka, Towerfall, Gang beasts... but the rest doesn't look solid enough
for a buy or lasting fun. Lance a Lot was a nice surprise, it looked good, the gameplay seemed nice and so I decided to give it a
go.

Results? The game is very fun, and it was a surprise that is one of the game overlooked by Steamers because it is a nice hidden
gem. Reading more about the developers, you quickly realise that this was a short experiment that it became much more popular
that the developer expected. It's a pity because they deserve someone to sponsorship them and give them more funds, the game
has much potential and it could be refined even more with many interesting features, because I sincerely want this game to
grow.

Flying on a rocket on the sound of hectic classical music (great choice by the way, I was screaming the song while trying to
impale my friends), and than discovering that you don't need to just impale your friends to win, but you can even punch them,
or push them out of bounds, or make explode with the holy granade or barrels it add a small layer of tactic into the game.

Other positive things about the game is the choice of 4 modes (without counting the tournament option) on the skirmish play:
Last Man standing (doesn't matter the kills just survive at the end!!!), Capture the Flag (get hold of the flag and run away like a
master chiken that wish to fly before someone else kills you), King of the hill (or better Pinball of the hill, you hit a target and
try to keep off people from to touch that target) and Kill mode (the most kills wins, but don't die by suicide or you'll lose point.
Damn thorns map, I hate you!!!).

Than you have as well customization of parameters that make the game more interesting, like full throttle acceleration (so you
cannot stay still anymore), length of your Lance (tiny lance fights are ridicoulus and hilarous) etc...

Some maps have interesting surrounding effect, thorns if you hit them twice they can kill you, the floating air if you stay too
long you die, the damn trees that you get often stuck into and try to get free from it, the teleports that teleport you when you
least expect when you try to avoid an enemy lance, the holy granade, the explosive barrels and the rotating stick of doom! (I
wish that this one was moving a tiny bit faster).

This game show at his best with 4 people playing on the gamepads. We laughed, we cried, we promised doom and destruction
on each other. So yes, it's a game to show off at your gaming party nights and it is assured fun.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Suggestions for the developers:

- I wish like some other guy told on the forum, to have a random button for this kind of settings or have a play mode on which
every round the setting just change automatically, because choosing them it's good but most of the time when you are into the
zone of fun, you just don't want to think and I want ready solutions.
- I want more maps, at least 4 more. One in particular that I imagine it is a simple single file line on which we need to charge
each other for 1vs1, and maybe you can do it like a cross so in 2vs2 we can meet crashing each other in the center.
- The map with thorns with the mode who kill the most, was stressing and fun at the same time... maybe that map need a bit
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more space because of the thorns, it was the longest game and I believe quick and fun it's the best deal of the experience.
- You need to explain a bit the dynamic of the punch that it's not clear at all how to achieve it into the game (we had different
trial until we figure it out).
- I agree with everyone saying multiplayer over AI, if you can do it, do it. And I understand the difficulty of lobby for the game,
the latency etc... maybe wait for a bit more success or look for investors to fund it. Don't give it away, if this was your training
ground game, think of it as training and get better as team.
- Give me one more game mode, I loved the capture the flag, because I was defensless and I had to run the whole time. Maybe
something like Rocket League on which you have a bouncy spike ball that you need to try to score (or maybe kill someone else
with) good for a 2vs2 game or 1vs1 game. We have always game everyone againts everyone, but not modes on which we can
team together vs another team. And I believe that could be even fun to have a specific game mode that is 3vs1 like the capture
the flag (like you have the fast rocket and longest lance, but your enemies have short lance and slow rockets but you need to
avoid them and kill them all).
- If you ever introduce AI, think about co-op mode. 4 knights vs hordes of monster to defend the entrance of the castle. Friendly
fire obviously is on, so while try to save the princess you can kill your friends anyway at the last 10th wave :D

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Developers please get in contact with me if you want ask some more questions about my personal game experience, I am happy
to help, you made a great game that deserve more attention. Good luck.. dis game sux but get it cuz it makes u luk lik u haz mor
gamz. It has a great game concept - that is the only thing good I have to say about this game.
The execution of that concept feels like a toddler trying to replicate the Mona Lisa. It's Ambitious - perhaps too ambitious for
the developer. But just like that toddler replicating the Mona Lisa, the viewer just cringes and grits their teeth saying, "ya, nice
try kid, but.... No."

Visuals are terrible.
Music is terrible.
Game play is a buggy mess. It almost has (more than one) game breaking bug that prevents players from completing it.
Combat is incredibly basic, sad, and un-fun.. Cute fun little game that you should buy if you're interested in mega man style
platforming games and or supporting indie developers. Remember why I've thumbed down the game? It was because I couldn't
identify some nuances and because no color had a name somewhere to help whoever had color problems. Since then, the
developer managed to correct that - he was very understanding of that and here's the result: the update I was waiting for.

However, there is still a warning: I've played ABC Coloring Town. Avoid this one. If you really want a digital color book,
spend on your money on Discovering Colors - Animals.

So let's go change a few points.

Steam is opening itself to other customers and I can see that many educational games are also sold on it. While it's true
that the platform isn't for all ages, parents are using their account to buy them and generally, they're keeping an eye on
what the kid is doing. For a so young audience, I can point to It's Spring Again and Big Thinkers Kindergarten.

What's Discovering Colors - Animals?

It's a coloring "interactive" book. Indeed, the kid choose an animal, colors it with the pencils proposed and when
they're done, an animation is triggered either automatically or manually - depending on the current mode.

Indeed, you can find three modes: coloring, free and painting. Sorry if it's not corresponding to the real English words
but I've played it in French.

Coloring: Each image part has a color tag. The kid takes the pencil with the same color and clicks on the
element. If they're wrong, they'll see it visually. When they're done, the animation is beginning automatically.
This mode is the only one that can unlock four new drawings.
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Free: The kid is in front of an empty animal. They're free to choose any color they want among those proposed.
Like in the previous mode, if they click on a element, it will be colored. This mode allows the child to trigger the
animation at any moment.

Painting: It's similar to the previous mode, apart that the child is coloring the drawing as if they have real
pencils. There is no more automatic coloring and no animation can be triggered.
It means that if the kid begins with Painting, they can let their imagination run wild and then compare with the
vision of the developers through Coloring.

But these creations can't be exported. If you want a trace of them, you need to take a screenshot (as advised in
the info menu). If you don't, when exiting the drawing, everything will disappear.

There is also an editor where the kid can draw what they want, with all the pencils unlocked. Again, you can't
save his creation. You need to take a screenshot (Steam allows you to take screenshots easily, luckily).

What does change now?

Apart that finally, an adult struggling with colors is now more at ease to identify them and to explain them to a
child. There was a color I couldn't identify as being light brown or grey, now, I can say that it's brown. I could
also be picky about some colors but I'm pretty sure that my mom will disagree with me, as she's more accurate
for that than me.

Now, the title isn't misleading anymore: you can activate an option that will allow an audio file to play with the
name of the color. Each time you're clicking on a pencil, the name will be played. I'm just a little disappointed
that the voice is well-known as it's like being read by a computer. But hey, it's already better than nothing. And
for the adult, it's a lifesaver there if (s)he had indeed problems to identify them.

The animals are easy to recognize though I'm wondering why there is an alien in them. The only missing thing
here is probably the name of the animal (no need to have an audio file, however, the name to color could be
nice). But well, if the aim of the developer is to let a maximum of freedom to the adult, I'll concede this point: it
will be less confusing for them to recognize an animal than a color.

Now, while I do think that there are probably more opportunities to improve this PC\/Mac version (like the
animation in the end with a little story, little facts about the animals or the colors), the developer listened and
managed to find some alternative to make sure that a larger public can play it.

Discovering Colors isn't expensive and can amuse a child. Right now, it has stepped up above a simple coloring
book on paper. With the new option, it's making it more interactive. And despite the cold and metallic voice, the
audio option, which will probably make some crazy if you switch too often in a short span of time, is really what
was missing for me to provide a thumb up.

There is room to improve a game and the developer managed to see that: even the mobile version will be
updated. I'm glad to have discussed with him - we didn't have a problem to discuss easily as we're both speaking
French, the language being our native one.
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